BS - PHYSICAL EDUCATION
2002-2004 CATALOGUE

DATE OF AUDIT___________

LEGEND:   T = TRANSFER  WV = WAVIER

CORE REQUIREMENTS, 45 HRS
UNIV110 UNIVERSITY STUDIES   PHIL110 CRITICAL THINKING
ENGL110 ENGLISH COMP I    ENGL120 ENGLISH COMP II
MATH123 COLLEGE ALGEBRA   MATH ELECTIVE
NSCI110 COMPREH PHYS SCI   NSCI120 MODERN BIOLOGY
HEED112 HEALTH & WELLNESS SPEE200 INTRO TO SPEECH
HIST110 WORLD HISTORY TO 1600 HUMN212 MUSI/ART/IDEAS II
HIST212 US HIST SINCE 1865 HUMN211 MUSI/ART/IDEAS I
PSYC210 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION COURSES, 32HRS
EDUC210 COMPUTERS IN EDUC EDUC211 LAB EXPER IN AREA SCH
EDUC310 FOUNDATION OF EDUC EDUC330 EDUC PSYC AND MEAS
EDUC340 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT EDUC450 CLASSROOM MGMT
EDUC470 STUDENT TEACHING EDUC490 PROF EDUC SEMINAR
EDUC460 METHODS AND MATERIALS EDUC421 PRIN OF SECONDARY EDU
READ320 TCHING READING SEC SCH

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR CORE, 32 HRS
PEDU201 SWIMMING II PEDU204 INDIV & DUAL SPORTS
PEDU212 GYMNASTICS & STUNTS PEDU214 TEAMSPORTS II
PEDU290 MODERN DANCE PEDU311 HIST & PRIN OF PEDU
PEDU331 KINESIOLOGY PEDU372 FIRST-AID & SAFETY
PEDU411 ORGN & ADMIN OF PEDU PEDU421 TEST & MEASUREMENT
PEDU431 ADAPTED PHYS EDUC PEDU462 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXPER
ZOOI210 ANAT & PHYSIOLOGY

SECOND ACADEMIC CONCENTRATION REQUIREMENTS, 24HRS
2ND ACAD CONC 2ND ACAD CONC
2ND ACAD CONC 2ND ACAD CONC
2ND ACAD CONC 2ND ACAD CONC
2ND ACAD CONC 2ND ACAD CONC

NAME:______________________________ SSN:_____________________

ADVISOR:___________________ CUM GPA:_________ MINIMUM HRS REQUIRED: 122-128  TOTAL HRS TO DATE

COURSES/REQUIREMENTS NEEDED

______________________________
Signature:

*Special Note: The Registrar is not responsible for audits for verified by the Advisor.